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PRESS RELEASE 
Arch villains, a mind-reading lunatic and the hunt for a 
highly covetable mythical object, follow the exciting 
escapades of Charlie Watkins in this fantastic new YA 
adventure series.  

Twelve-year-old Charlie Watkins could have inherited his dad’s 
massive intellect. Instead he got his massive feet. Perhaps if Charlie 
had that intellect he might have been able to figure out why so 
many men in suits were suddenly following him, or where his dad 
hid the Cubit —a mythical object that men have sworn to protect 
and even more have died trying to posses —  before his so-called 
accident.  

If starting yet another new school wasn’t bad enough, Charlie 
meets Mr Leopold, a disfigured, mind-reading lunatic and discovers 
that he alone must find the Cubit if he is to save his dad. However, 
the dark and sinister organisation knowns only as The Brotherhood, 

have other ideas. Led by the ruthless Draganovic, they will stop at nothing to get their hands on this covetable 
object. With the help of Mr Leopold and fellow new boy Elvis, Charlie sets out on The Cubit Quest.  

Hunting for the Cubit, playing football, lessons with the dreaded Funeral Face and unsuccessfully avoiding 
school bully Grimshaw by day, Charlie finds his nights no less complicated. Stalked in his dreams, he’s soon 
immersed in a world of power struggles, battling dragons and duels to the death. With the Brotherhood hot on 
his heels and as the bullets begin to fly, there are no guarantees that Charlie, or anyone else, will make it to the 
end in one piece.  

Fast-paced, fun and whose twisting plot sends the reader on a roller-coaster ride alongside Charlie to find the 
Cubit, Trevor Leck’s debut novel —The Cubit Quest— is set to deliver shocks, highs, lows, laughter, sadness and 
imagination. The perfect next read for YA fans looking for their next exhilarating series.  

About the author: Living in Telford, Shropshire, Trevor Leck has been dabbling in writing for over fifteen years.  
Always a fan of gripping adventure stories he has taken inspiration from his favourite authors, including John 
Grisham and J K Rowling, and the towns and cities he grew up, especially North Shields, to create his Young 
Adult series. The first book, The Cubit Quest by Trevor Leck (published by Clink Street Publishing 2nd March 
2017 RRP £ paperback and £ ebook) is available to purchase from online retailers including amazon.co.uk and to 
order from all good bookstores. 
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